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Abstract. The shift from product-oriented to service-oriented business requires a re-

think, especially in traditional companies in the mechanical and plant engineering in-

dustry. This guideline for the development of Smart Services business models is in-

tended to illustrate the complexity and thus improve their handling, supporting the plan-

ning and modelling of a Smart Service. The focus of this paper is to introduce a step-

by-step model to develop business models for small and medium sized enterprises in 

the manufacturing industry and on the selection of suitable service business model pat-

terns. Therefor it will show alternative service business model patterns and at the end 

to select the right one. This is an important process before starting smart service engi-

neering. 

Keywords: Smart Service, Service Business Model, Service Lifecycle Manage-

ment, Service Engineering, SME 

1 Introduction 

This guideline describes a step-by-step development of Smart Services, especially in 

manufacturing sector. The term "Smart Services" refers to data-based, individually con-

figurable service offerings consisting of services, digital services and products that are 

organized and provided via integrated platforms [1]. The product systems of SME are 

basically stable, but the service systems offer potential for improvement. So, the focus 

of this paper is on the development of smart service business models and not on the 

development of business models for a product service system or on development of an 

engineering process for product-service systems [2, 3]. 

It is becoming increasingly important to offer suitable Smart Services to complement 

the products of manufacturing enterprises. Therefor an integrated development and sub-

sequent management of these Smart Services is of central importance. Figure 01 illus-

trates the essential elements of this guideline for the development of Smart Services on 

the basis of the 3 phases: 

• Service Design Thinking [4,5,6],  

• Service Business Model [7] and  

• Smart Service Engineering [8]. 
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When a Smart Service is developed, both the three phases and the sub-processes in 

these phases can be repeated iteratively. Each of these three phases is already iteratively 

in progress. Especially in Design Thinking and Smart Service Engineering, the iterative 

approach is a core element of the process model.  The development of alternatives also 

plays an important role in business modeling. In the approach presented in this paper, 

the possibilities of iteration are limited (dark arrows) due to small and medium-sized 

companies. 

 

Fig. 1. The essential components in the development of Smart Services [1] 

The design thinking process refers to Plattner et al. [4] and thus includes the 6 phases: 

understanding, observing, defining a position, finding ideas, developing a prototype 

and testing. These phases form the first development step of the smart service with the 

associated business model. 
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The further phases service business model development and smart service engineer-

ing form the main part of this paper and are described below in more detail below. 

2 Develop new business models 

In particular small and medium-sized companies (SMEs) often focus too much exclu-

sively on technical aspects, right up to the management level. But, in addition to the 

technical potential, newly developed smart services must also exploit the economic 

added value they offer. This requires an appropriate and innovative business model. A 

business model depicts all the players involved, their respective roles and contributions 

to value creation, the benefits for customers and other players, and the sources of reve-

nue resulting from the business activities. In part, it is also described as a management 

hypothesis about what customers want, how they want it, and how a company can fulfill 

the wants and make money in the process [8]. In this context, business models refer to 

the fundamental logic in a company and describe how a business functions and how 

company activities and elements interact [9]. An important element of business models 

is the central importance of customer orientation. Business models define the benefits 

for customers, how these benefits are delivered, and how a company generates revenue 

[9]. 

The mechanisms described must also be taken into account when developing new 

smart service concepts in mechanical and plant engineering, such as in electroplating 

technology. In order to develop a business model systematically, it is first necessary to 

select a suitable business model scheme. In recent years, various procedures and meth-

ods have become established in (smart) service engineering to support business model 

development. These include the Service Business Model Canvas (SBMC) according to 

Zolnowski [11], the Business Model Canvas (BMC) according to Osterwalder & 

Pigneur [12] or the Service Dominant Architecture (SDA) according to Warg et al. [13]. 

Due to its easy-to-understand structure, the BMC according to Osterwalder & Pigneur 

[12] has become established, especially for start-ups and smaller companies. It also has 

the advantage that a completed BMC can be further developed into an SBMC at any 

time if needed and if sufficient data is available. A developed business model is an 

important component and forms the basis for the complete service engineering process 

[14].  

In order to structure the process towards a business model and thus simplify it, es-

pecially for SMEs, a four-step approach was developed and applied in a company from 

the electroplating industry. The approach is designed to develop the essential aspects 

of a business model step by step. This also enables SMEs with limited human and fi-

nancial resources to systematically address this topic. 

 In the approach described below, it does not matter whether the final business model 

ends up being represented by the Service Business Model Canvas, the Business Model 

Canvas, the Service Dominant Architecture, or by a completely  

different scheme.  
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 Fig. 2. The four-stage model for developing a smart service business model 

 

Stage 1. The first step is to define the primary customer target group. An important 

question here is; who in particular will be addressed by the new smart service and the 

corresponding business model? According to Osterwalder & Pigneur [12], differentia-

tion of the target groups is necessary if their needs require and justify an individual 

offer, if they are reached via different distribution channels, if they require different 

types of payment, if they have significantly different profitability or if they are willing 

to pay for different aspects of an offer. In electroplating, for example, a distinction can 

be made between in-house and contract electroplating or between small, medium and 

large companies, depending on the service concept. Further target group definitions can 

be made with regard to the liquidity of the respective company or in the differentiation 

between "makers" and "out-sourcers" (make-or-buy decision).   

 

Stage 2. In the second step, a concrete use case will be developed for the previously 

defined target group. It must be explained how the service is to be provided, how fre-

quently it is expected to be provided, and what the goals of this business are. In addition, 

the Unique Selling Point (USP) of the business model idea should be clarified and de-

fined.   

 

Stage 3. The third step is to determine the specific value proposition of the business 

model idea. It is to clarify what benefits the new or enhanced smart service will provide 

to the customer and which customer problems can be solved in specific terms. For this 

step, it makes sense to get a comprehensive picture of the customer in advance and not 

to develop without taking their actual needs into account.  

 

Identification of target groups

Deployment of use cases

Determination of the value proposition 

Development of the business model 

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4
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Stage 4. In the fourth step, the business model is completed. According to Freitag & 

Hämmerle [15] the following three options have to be considered when developing 

business models for smart services:  

• Existing product with additional IoT benefits, 

• New product with new IoT function and 

• Develop productless Smart Services. 

 

Finally, in step 4, the core aspects of the business model developed in steps 1 to 3 are 

brought together and logically linked with a suitable method like the Service Business 

Model Canvas or the Business Model Canvas. In addition, a viable price and cost struc-

ture must now be developed.  

The business model is the foundation of a proper service engineering process [16] 

and for the subsequent further development of the smart service. 

 

3 Agile Service Engineering 

As shown by Moro et al. [3], there are many approaches and guidelines to the design 

of product-service systems, such as Muto et al. [2]. As announced in chapter 1, the 

focus of this paper is on smart service, where are also many different ways of manage-

ment. A small selection of these is briefly described below. 

 

In their framework, Zheng et al. [17] propose an integration of value networks, service 

ecology thinking, and ICTs and offer future perspectives and possible guidelines for 

the transformation of industry and the further development of new service-based busi-

ness models. 

DIN SPEC 33543 [18] describes a process model for the agile, flexible and rapid 

development of digital service systems in an industrial context. Starting from the con-

crete development of a service as a performance result, the process model considers the 

holistic design of digital service systems. Updated methods from service engineering 

as well as suitable methods from related areas such as business analytics and software 

development are presented to help companies structure the development process for 

their own needs and carry it out in a customer-oriented, efficient and successful manner. 

Jussen et al. [19] also present a smart service engineering approach for industrial 

smart services. The focus here is on the individual steps in service development and the 

connections and iterations of the single elements of the smart service - based on a case 

study. The model delivers high speed and quality in project implementation by com-

bining agile working methods and focus on customer centricity.  

 

For the suitability for small and medium size enterprises, it seems reasonable to choose 

a process model based on these approaches. One possibility to do this is described in 

the 20-page guideline of Freitag und Hämmerle [20]. This guideline for development 

of smart services is also based on the Service Lifecycle Management [21, 22, 23].  
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The entire process is therefore not focused on the smart service alone, but aims at 

the smart service as a holistic solution. This means that the levels of business model 

management and network management are also taken into account. 

4 Summary 

The shift from product-oriented to service-oriented business requires a rethink, espe-

cially in traditional companies in the manufacturing industry. The three different main 

phases Design Thinking, Service Business Models and Service Engineering are im-

portant to develop a Smart Service. Here in the paper the focus is on the Service Busi-

ness Models for small and medium size enterprises. A four-step model for developing 

a smart service business model is presented. In the final, fourth step, three different 

options for a smart business model patterns for small and medium-sized enterprises 

were presented, so the right one can be selected for the chosen use case. Based on the 

chosen business model pattern, the Smart Service in the manufacturing industry will be 

developed.  
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